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How to… 
Respond to Planning Consent Reserved Matters 

Version 1.3 

What are Reserved Matters? 

Reserved matters can be used to defer a decision on parts of the applications planning 
consent that are incidental to a proposal and are not fundamental to the overall 
assessment of the application. For example, a reserved matter may relate to landscaping, 
or the location of the air conditioning plant and equipment, or wastewater. 
 
The responding to reserve matters can occur immediately after the application’s planning 
consent is granted, either by yourself from your development applications online account 
or by contacting the relevant authority who issued the planning consent to perform on 
your behalf. 
 
All reserved matters must be met or deferred (for staged building consents only) before 
the location council can issue development approval. 

How do I know the planning consent has a reserved matter? 

Planning consent granted email notification 

The email will include a “Please Note’ section advising there are outstanding reserved 
matters, that will need to be satisfied before development approval is issued. 
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Decision Notification Form (DNF) 

The Decision Notification Form (DNF) issued on granting Planning Consent will identify 
reserved matters separately to those matters which are conditions (refer image). 
 

 

What happens after submitting my response to the reserved matters? 

The relevant authority that granted the planning consent is advised by email who will then 
determine based on the documentation (e.g., reports and plans) if the reserved matter has 
been met, not met, or deferred when the building consents is staged.  

How will I know if the reserved matters have been met or not? 

An email is sent with a subject heading of ‘Reserved Matters Responses Reviewed’ and lists 
the reviewed Not Met – Reserved Matters, including a reason. Where multiple responses 
submitted, the email will separate the Reserved Matters that have been Met, Not Met and/or 
deferred. 
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When all reserved matters are ‘met’ a second email is sent with a subject heading ‘Decision 
Notification Form (DNF) Granted for Planning Consent’ advising the DNF can be 
downloaded from the application document store. 
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Respond to a Reserved Matters 

On completion of addressing the reserved matter, have at hand the supporting 
documentation in an electronic format to upload with your response.  
 
When responding to reviewed reserved matters determined by the relevant authority as 
‘not being met’ then follow these same steps to submit your response addressing the ‘not 
met’ reasons. 

 
1. Click on Login Options within the PlanSA portal to login to your online account. 

 

 

2. Locate the development application within For Your Action or Under Assessment 
when an assessment is in progress (i.e., building consent assessment). 
 

3. Click on the ID number to show the development application summary information. 
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The Development application Summary screen displays. 
 

4. Click on A response to Reserved Matter(s) is required within the Your Actions 
section. 

 

 
 
The Respond to Reserved Matters page shows with the reserved matters to be addressed 
and a reason from the relevant authority why the initial reserved matter response was 
determined be ‘not met’. 
 
When the relevant authority reviewed your initial reserved matter response and determined 
the reserved matter had not been met, the reason why will be shown. 
 

5. Click on checkbox(s) against the reserved matter(s) being addressed. 
 

 
 

6. Click on Upload to locate the supporting document(s) and select to open or drag-
and-drop into the ‘drop files here’ field. 
 

7. Click Cancel to close the Open window. 
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8. Categorise the document by selecting the applicable document ‘category’ and ‘type’ 
and repeat until all documents are categorised. 
 

9. Click on Submit to complete the response. 
 

 
 
The Development Application Summary page shows and the Your Actions will continue to 
show ‘A response to Reserved Matter(s) is required’ until all reserved matters are met or 
deferred (for staged building consents only). 
 

 
 

10. Click on the Profile icon to sign out. 
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